
Over the course of this week, the UK Government has made a major U-turn 
on its decision to exclude the gambling industry from business rate relief 
during the COVID-19 crisis. 
    On 17 March, the Chancellor of the Exchequer in the UK, Rishi Sunak,  
ensured the House of Commons the Government would “do whatever it takes 
to support our economy through this crisis”.
    Sunak said: “I am extending this business rates holiday to all businesses in 
those sectors, irrespective of their rateable value. That means every single shop, 
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pub, theatre, music venue and restaurant and any other business in 
the retail, hospitality or leisure sector, will pay no business rates 
whatsoever for 12 months.”
    However, the Treasury initially decided to exclude casinos, bingo halls 
and betting shops from the 100% business rates holiday, classifying them 
as ‘financial services’ as opposed to leisure.
    On Thursday, this prompted the Betting and Gaming Council (BGC) 
to condemn the decision in an open letter addressed to the Chancellor.
    The BGC described the decision as “bizarre”, given gambling businesses  
would be listed on the London Stock Exchange as part of the leisure industry.
    After receiving criticism from the BGC, the UK Government announced on 
Wednesday that gambling companies will now qualify for the business  
rates holiday, reversing its initial ruling.
    In response to the decision, the BGC said it “strongly welcomed the 
Chancellor’s unprecedented response to the threat posed to millions of jobs”.
    However, it’s difficult not to speculate about ulterior motives for 
the initial resolution, particularly when the industry generates more than 
£3bn ($3.91bn) in annual taxation for the Government choosing not to 
support it.
    Throughout 2019, negative coverage of the industry in the mainstream 
press seemed to be at an all-time-high and this only increased pressure 
on the Government to introduce tighter regulation. Perhaps as a result, 
public trust of the gambling industry hit an all-time low.
    When we consider the UK Government and mainstream media’s treatment 
of the sector over the past year, we would be remiss not to consider the 
possibility the Treasury’s initial refusal to provide aid to the industry 
could be rooted in a desire to appeal to this same mentality.
    Speaking with Gambling Insider, Gambling Consultant Steve Donoughue 
explained why he believed this might be the case.
    “Under the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987, 
betting shops were class A2, which included financial and professional 
services other than health or medical services,” he explained. “But this  
ended with the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) (Amendment) 
(England) Order 2015, which made them suis generis. Casinos and 
bingo halls have never been linked to financial services. So it can’t 
really be this.”
    Last year, we saw the Government introduce a stake reduction on             
fixed-odds betting terminals (FOBTs) to £2 ($2.38) and undoubtedly this 
has had a huge impact on retail betting shops, with many forced to close 
their doors for good.
    GVC Holdings, parent company of Ladbrokes Coral, had to close  
down 13% of its land-based estate in 2019, and calculated it would have  
to close 900 of its betting shops over the next two years as a result of the 
maximum stake cut.
    Donoughue believes that similar to this regulation, a lack of governmental 
assistance during the COVID-19 pandemic would have caused many      
gambling industry employees to lose their jobs, as nearly 7,000 high-street 
betting shops have been closed due to the lack of available sport and the 
need for social distancing.
    In response to the Government’s recent decision to grant the relief, Michael 
Dugher, BGC CEO, said: “Our industry will in turn do its absolute upmost to   
help with the fight against the virus and play our part in this historic national 
effort, including offering up staff and premises to help.”
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SPOTLIGHT SPORTS GROUP: AFFILIATES WITH A STRONG 
PRODUCT WELL-POSITIONED TO BOUNCE BACK
With the sports betting calendar coming to 
a virtual standstill, including the Olympics 
and Euro 2020 being postponed until 
next year, Gambling Insider caught up 
with Spotlight Sports Group CMO Louise 
Agran and Digital Director Cian Nugent. 
The pair discusses how the company is 
dealing with the shutdown and what 
affiliates can do to cope with the situation.

Just how much have sports betting 
affiliates been affected – is business 
more or less at zero?
CN: Most sports betting affiliates, just 
like operators, have been affected by this 
outbreak. However, some horseracing is 
still taking place. Spotlight Sports Group, 
with our wealth of expertise across the 
racing industry, is well-positioned to 
maintain existing revenues and explore 
newer opportunities during this time.

What measures has Spotlight taken in 
light of the coronavirus pandemic?
LA: Our foremost concern was the health 
and safety of our employees. With more 
than 400 staff members across the group, 
located in the UK and internationally, we 

had to ensure we put in place the strictest 
procedures from the outset to protect 
them from the coronavirus.
    After trial periods tested on smaller 
groups in the weeks leading up to 
the lockdown, we now have all staff 
members working from home or in 
a safe environment following 
government procedures.

This has obviously been a huge effort 
to ensure the Racing Post website and 
the newspaper is published daily, while 
operations continue across the group with 
no disruption to our customers and clients. 

What advice would you give affiliates 
and sports betting companies to help 
get through this time?
CN: We see any challenges as an 
opportunity and we can use this time 
to address projects that have a longer 
return-on-investment horizon, and which 
can sometimes fall down the priority list 
in the always-on world of sports betting. 
Companies with a strong product that 
provide value to an engaged audience 
will be well-positioned to bounce back 
once the major sports return.

Total fines imposed 
by the Netherlands 
Gambling 
Authority in 2019, 
according to its 
annual report 
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Sportech’s full-
year revenue 

for 2019, up 2% 
year-on-year 
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HOW HAS CORONAVIRUS IMPACTED US GAMING?
As the COVID-19 pandemic sweeps across 
the US, the casino industry has been 
impacted hugely throughout the nation.

Last week, the American Gaming 
Association announced the outbreak had 
caused the closure of 438 commercial 
casinos, representing 94% of the total 
number in the country. This had an 
unprecedented impact on American 
casino workers, with 96% of the total 
workforce affected by the closures. This 
week, however, the number of commercial 
casinos closed has increased to 100%.

Casinos in Nevada have been 
temporarily closed for at least 30 days as 
per orders of Governor Steve Sisolak.

According to Macquarie Securities 
gaming analyst Chad Beynon, quoted 
by CDC Gaming Reports, MGM Resorts 
International is losing $14.4m per day 
after the forced closure of all 20 of its 
casinos across eight states. 

Beynon said Penn National is currently 
losing $6.4m a day, while Full House is 
down $200,000 per day.

Wynn Resorts, which has been forced 
to close casinos in Las Vegas and Boston, 

announced its top executives have   
agreed to trade all or part of their salaries 
in exchange for stock in the company.

The traded cash will be used to 
supplement ongoing employee 
payroll and other expenses as the 
situation continues. 

Meanwhile, lenders have been left 
with billions of dollars worth of debt due 
to the MGM Grand and Mandalay Bay 
deals, according to Bloomberg.

Citigroup, Deutsche Bank, Barclays 
and Societe Generale had planned 
to syndicate $1.9bn of the $3bn total 
used to purchase the two properties as 
commercial mortgage-backed securities.

Due to the coronavirus pandemic’s 
impact on casinos, though, the banks’  
collective ability to syndicate the loan  
has been impeded.
    Elsewhere, Golden Nugget owner 
Tilman Fertitta has also furloughed 40,000 
employees, although there was more 
poistive news as Boyd Gaming donated 
perishable foods across eight states.   
William Hill US CEO Joe Asher also donated 
his salary to furloughed workers.

Year-on-year increase 
in GAN’s full-year 2019 

revenue to $30m

114%

THE WEEK IN QUOTES

“You need to be an ostrich to not 
realise it’s already existing; the 
underground market has grown 

massively in the past seven years. 
The taxation being lost and the 

number of people who are already 
participating and run the risk of 
losing money, you’re not able to 
protect them or have things in 

place such as responsible gaming. 
Legislating will bring in all of this.”

Ranjana Adhikari, Co-Head 
of Media Entertainment and 

Gaming Practice at Nishith Desai 
Associates, speaks with Gambling 
Insider about India’s underground 

sports betting market
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At the Prague Gaming Summit 2020, 
Magith Noohukhan, Product Evangelist 

at Braze, speaks about using data
in the correct way

“It’s about creating trust. As a gaming 
industry, I believe there is a lack of

trust when people start to play because 
that’s coming from the culture of 

gambling.  If you could establish the
trust from the very beginning, there’s
a high chance people will trust your
brand and would understand you

respect their  privacy”

“I’m never complacent about things but 
I’ve been impressed with the engagement 

from the Betting and Gaming Council 
(BGC). They’re pretty good at being the 
grown-up voice for the sector already. 

This is a very good start but only time will 
tell if the organisation can convince the 

industry to speak with one voice.”

Tom Watson, former Deputy Leader
of the Labour Party, tells

Gambling Insider he is pleased
with the BGC’s early progress

MGM APPOINTS BILL HORNBUCKLE AS ACTING CEO; 
JIM MURREN TO HEAD COVID-19 TASK FORCE 
MGM Resorts International has 
announced the appointment of Bill 
Hornbuckle as its acting CEO and 
President, to replace former Chairman 
and CEO Jim Murren 
with immediate effect.

Paul Salem, a current member of the 
MGM Board of Directors and Chair of 
the real estate committee, will replace 
Murren as Chair of the Board of Directors.

Hornbuckle was previously MGM’s 
President and COO. In a career spanning 
four decades in the gaming industry, 
Hornbuckle was also CMO at MGM, as 
well as having spells as President and 
COO of MGM’s Europe branch.  Currently, 
he is an Executive Committee Member 
and Board of Director of MGM 
China Holdings.

Hornbuckle said: “We have an 
incredible challenge ahead. We have 
a talented leadership team, the best 
employees in the world and a loyal 
customer base.

“I have every confidence MGM Resorts 
will remain the global entertainment   
leader once this crisis is contained and 
it is safe to operate.”

Last month, Murren announced he 
would be leaving the company at the 
end of his contract, but he has vacated 
the position with immediate effect to 
head Nevada’s COVID-19 Response, 
Relief and Recovery Task Force.

The unpaid position will see Murren 
lead efforts to mobilise the private sector 
to assist state agencies in the fight 
against the coronavirus pandemic.

Murren said: “I fully support accelerating 
the planned leadership transition to 
help MGM Resorts address the rapidly 
changing environment.

“I will continue to dedicate my efforts 
to help during this uncertain time and I 
will be assisting the State of Nevada in 
its crisis response and recovery efforts.”

Salem added: “We believe continued 
steady, skilled leadership is needed 
in this time of great upheaval and 
uncertainty. Bill is one of the most 
experienced operators in the business 
and we have confidence in his ability 
to bring this company back online.”

MGM has been badly hit by COVID-19, 
but this week its market shares bounced 
back, up over 30% to $12.95.
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TAKING STOCK
SHARE PRICES COVER THURSDAY 19 

MAR – THURSDAY 26 MAR (3PM GMT)

888 Holdings  
113.20 GBP 40%

Playtech 
175.60 GBP 25%

Evolution Gaming 
304.50 SEK 9%

NetEnt  
23.95SEK                                       51%

Sportech 
14.80GBP                                      25%

GLOBAL GAMING AWARDS LAS VEGAS 2020 
SELF-NOMINATIONS OPEN
The countdown to G2E starts here, as 
the window for self-nominations for the 
Global Gaming Awards (GGA) Las Vegas 
2020 is officially open.

Now in their seventh year, the Global 
Gaming Awards Las Vegas recognise and 
reward the industry’s strongest performers 
across the previous 12 months.

Companies can give themselves the best 
chance of being involved in the ceremony 
by submitting their self-nominations in any 
one of a total of 12 categories. 

The deadline for companies to put 
themselves forward for an Award is the 
close of play on 24 May. You can fill in 
the short self-nomination form on 
the GGA website and tell us why your 
company should join the world’s best 
at this year’s ceremony.

The final Shortlist will be made up of 
self-nominations and recommendations 
from the Nominations Panel, and 
the Gambling Insider editorial team.

All winners will be revealed at a 
prestigious luncheon ceremony at the 
Sands Expo Convention Center on Monday 
5 October, as part of the G2E show.

The Global Gaming Awards have quickly 
become the most trusted Awards in the 
industry and have gained respect among 
industry heavyweights, making this a 
must-attend event that kicks off G2E – 
currently still scheduled to happen despite 
other coronavirus-related cancellations.

Last year, the Judging Panel amassed 
over 100 judges, demonstrating the 
strength of the Awards’ reputation.

BetConstruct is the Lead Partner of the 
Global Gaming Awards Las Vegas 2020, 
which are powered by Gambling Insider in 
association with G2E. The voting process 
is independently adjudicated by KPMG 
Isle of Man.

Gambling Insider COO Julian Perry said: 
“The industry will have to come together 
more than ever this year amid the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

“But that’s why we’re just as keen to hold 
these Awards and celebrate all that’s good 
within the industry.”

https://www.globalgamingawards.
com/vegas/ 
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LA RISES

Louisiana gaming revenue grew 5.54% in February, beating 
January as the best year-on-year growth since August 2018. 

February benefited from milder weather vs. last year, 
which was hit with above-normal rainfall. New Orleans 
casinos in particular had a strong month, with 15% 
combined growth. 

Legends’ Diamondjacks had double-digit growth for the 
fifth straight month. 
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REVENUE (M)CITY % CHANGE

$26.514 +2.25 

$2.296 -10.22

BR/C.LA Total

Belle (ERI)

$6.378 -5.55 Evangeline Downs (BYD)

$4.451 -4.05Hollywood (GLPI)

$13.389 +11.76 L'Auberge (PENN)

BATON ROUGE/CENTRAL LA

REVENUE (M)CITY % CHANGE

$267.389 +5.54State total

$54.936 +6.32Routes, Truck Stops, OTBs

$3.860 +4.99Amelia Belle (BYD)

ELSEWHERE

REVENUE (M)MARKET/PROPERTY % CHANGE

$18.696 -6.34Eldorado

$65.082 +0.44 Penn Nationl

$41.833 +2.78 Boyd

$46.888 +16.01 Caesars

MULTIPLE PROPERTY COMPANIES:

https://www.gamblinginsider.com/click/gif-click.php?id=1253


JERRY LAND
VP B2B SOLUTIONS, 
SKILLONNET

Land explains how white-label 
platform providers can survive 

tightening margins with the 
right strategy

Regulation is putting tremendous pressure on white-label 
platform providers to ensure all brands operating via their 
technology and licenses are compliant – at all times and 
in all markets. 

At the end of the day, it’s the provider’s license(s) on the 
line and it must do everything it can to ensure operator 
partners are playing by the rules. 

This is a huge undertaking for just one online casino 
brand in one market, let alone the 100+ sites that can 
be run from a provider’s platform, with each targeting 
multiple jurisdictions. 

CATCH-22
Not only is regulation making it difficult for platform 
providers, it’s just as challenging for operators and 
really puts them in a Catch-22 situation. 

While there are downsides to using a white-label platform 
solution, developing your own technology in-house and 
applying for the necessary licenses is a mammoth task. 

Those that go down this route will need to invest big 
and be prepared to wait months, and in some cases years, 
to complete the licensing process. 

This, of course, means white-label online casino platforms 
are the only solution available to most operators looking to 
get to market quickly and compliantly. 

The question is whether there will still be platform 
providers offering their technologies and services if doing 
so is not viable for both parties. 

SURVIVE AND THRIVE
Despite the challenges faced by providers and their 
operator partners, I do believe opportunities still exist to 
establish successful and popular white-label casino brands. 

Providers that already hold licenses in multiple 
jurisdictions have the structures and processes in place 
to manage partners and ensure compliance. 

This also helps when it comes to securing licenses in 
new markets: if you hold a Gambling Commission license,   
other regulators are reassured you’re working to the     
highest possible standards. 

For operators, targeting just one market with a highly 
localised offering can ultimately lead to tremendous  
success, as they have the knowledge and experience 
to make it work. 

As with any industry, challenges and the need to 
overcome them ensure the best survive and thrive, and 
that is what’s happening in the global online casino 
industry at present.

THE END IS NOT NIGH
So, is this the end of white-label online casinos? No, but 
it is the end of the days when you could launch an online 
casino in multiple markets with a small budget and believe 
it will make you a fortune. 

The platform providers and operators that come out of 
this with strength will boast a huge advantage as more 
markets regulate, particularly those outside Europe. 

Platform providers also need to be pickier with who 
they choose to work with; having a small casino with 
barely any marketing strategy or brand plan simply 
doesn’t work. 

Indeed, the providers with 100+ smaller brands are the 
ones struggling the most in this new era of responsible 
gambling and compliance. 

Today, you need to focus on a few markets at most 
and be ready to spend, and commit to a sizeable capital 
expenditure from the get-go. 

As with any other business, brands must deliver a localised 
product with localised marketing, native personnel and, of 
course, ensure compliance at all times. 

The online casino industry is still very young and this 
is just a logical step towards it maturing and becoming 
consolidated. White-label casinos still have a great future, 
which is why I’m confident they are very much here  
to stay. 
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